CO CNCTCUT COLLEGE
WILLIAMS SCHOOL COED;
STUDENTS EXPRESS DOUBTS

Sharon Greene

The Williams School, the private school for 7-12th grades, which is located on this campus across from the community college, allowed males to enroll as students this year, for the first time. Of the 55 students, 23 are male. Miss Hamilton, the Headmistress of the school, attributed the decision to allow men to enroll to the “demands of the school’s constituency.”

“The decision in the area that send girls to the Williams School wanted a good private school for the girls only. Since I was once included to begin a new school for them, the trustees decided to admit the boys on a co-educational basis. Male students will be allowed to enroll in the Upper School, the ninth through twelfth grades, in space opens, beginning next year. To accommodate the boys we built a new wing which houses their facilities on the first level and the new department facilities on the second level.”

“On the whole,” Miss Hamilton commented, “the experiment seems to be working well. Some girls objected strenuously to the idea of enrolling male students when we took a poll on the subject last year, but their presence in the school seems to be happily accepted by all. The girls in the upper school seem to enjoy having the lower school boys here. Of course, the girls in the lower school who are used to having boys in their classes since most of them have only recently left the public school system.”

Mixed Reactions

Comments made by the female students on the subject of co-education were mixed. Contrary to Miss Hamilton’s conception of their attitudes toward the boys, many girls were either dissatisfied with the change brought about by co-education or doubtful of the success of the experiment. One student remarked, “Starting co-education with the seventh and eighth grades has just created problems and not benefits. I think they should have started with the ninth.” Another student commented, “In a few years everyone will be like all the other schools. Football will be everything and if a person isn’t a football player or cheerleader, they will be considered ‘out’.” Other students felt that the boys had created discipline problems and that the teachers showed favoritism toward the boys. “I suppose that they’re just regular boys but we’re not used to them,” one student missed. The girls’ doubts about the success of the experiment for this year at least were expressed by one twelfth grader who said, “Maybe in ten years...”

There were, of course, some girls who were wholly in favor of the experiment. Some felt that having boys around “added excitement to the school.” “I liked it better than last year when it was all girls,” one eighth grader pointed out, “but I think it will be better when the high school is co-educational, too.” “Everybody else is going co-ed, why should we be old-fashioned,” remarked another. Since the boys, for the most part, have never had experience in a classroom situation, some of them were not present, they could not comment on co-education. They did, however, seem to like the school. One young man expressed what seemed to be the general view by saying, “It’s just like it here. Public school is really overrated. You’re not really an individual there. Here you get more individual attention.”

Graduation Hosts Nader

It was discovered that Andrea Hecks ’67 is working for him in Washington, D.C., and it was she who provided the personal link between the College and the consumer crusader. Recently there was an instance in which the term was readied accept-

Mr. Nader’s association with Connecticut was established when he chose Connecticut and Ohio to be the two states where presently existing the AOC Group would be formed. Last summer Mr. Nader maintained his headquarters in Bridgeport, Connecticut. Recently he has condensed the Hartford-Cot factory for the accurate specifications they have been producing for M-I’s.

The senior class will, however, be required to do some fund raising in order to pay the prestigious speaker. Mr. Nader is charging more than the College can afford to pay a commentator the same solution the problem that must be made up for M-I. This past spring, however, Mr. Nader has organized a committee to see that the medical problems are handled. He has asked all those with suggestions contact her at ext. 307.

Student Fast to Aid Pakistani Refugees

by John Thomson

On Monday, November 22nd, students of Connecticut College will observe a “fast” for the dinner meal. For each student who signs his or her name, the school will send $0.75 to help provide relief for those suffering in Pakistan.

The fast will be sent through the chapel to UNICEF and WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE, two organizations presently working in Pakistan.

Everyone is no doubt aware that Pakistan has been plagued by Civil War for the past year. The suffering of thousands of Pakistanis has compounded by the refusal to cooperate of the ruling junta in Pakistan. The government has conducted military camps temporarily set up to avoid fighting, they are presently living in conditions of extreme suffering, starvation and disease.

Recently, disastrous typhoons have struck in South India and Pakistan and have caused the loss of thousands more lives. The most recent disaster is that the fast will help alleviate the conditions of utter starvation and disease in which these people are presently existing. The $3.75 that we contribute from missing one meal will provide nutrients and food to help sustain a person for weeks. In addition the money may be used to help pay for desperately needed medical services and facilities as well as helping to provide Doctors from other countries.

As Thanksgiving approaches we hope that the whole school will unite to help alleviate the conditions of utter starvation and disease which we are presently facing. The $3.75 that we contribute from missing one meal will provide nutrients and food to help sustain a person for weeks. In addition the money may be used to help pay for desperately needed medical services and facilities as well as helping to provide Doctors from other countries.

Sign-Up Sheets are posted in each dorm, your signature is all that is needed to let the officials know where you stand. There is a deadline of Thursday, November 18th to sign up because the school must know how many to plan for. If you will not be here please sign anyway so that the food can be needless ordered and that the money, your contribution may be sent. “A little bit goes a long way.”

by Archibald MacLeish

Archibald MacLeish will give a poetry reading at 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday, November 22nd in Palmer Auditorium.

Born in Glencoe, Illinois, in 1892, Archibald MacLeish was educated at Yale University and Harvardlaw School. After serving in the Field Artillery in World War I, he practiced law in Boston and served as an editor of Fortune magazine. Since the first of his more than 20 books published in 1915, Mr. MacLeish has maintained a simultaneous conscious citizen’s interest in the affairs of state, serving as a Librarian of Congress, Associate Secretary of State, Roosevelt administration, Director of the U.S. Office of Facts and Figures, and as an Official of UNESCO. For ten years he held the Bohlen Professorship of Rhetoric at Harvard. Mr. MacLeish received the Pulitzer Prize for three consecutive years, the Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 1922 and 1953, and for Drama in 1956. He also received the National Book Award in 1953. His work’s include Collected Poems: 1917-1953, Songs for Eve, J.S., Poetry and Experience, The Wild Old Wicked Man and Other Poems, Herakles, Scratch and numerous award-winning documentary scripts for radio, television and motion pictures.
Room To Move

A recent ruling by Secretary of State Rodgers has effectively denied the issuance of passports to citizens who refuse to take the following loyalty oath: "I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic, that I will bear true allegiance to the same, and I will obey this government, freely, without mental reservation or purpose of evasion, so help me God.

This oath appears in the actual passport itself, but prior to the recent enforcement ruling of November 5, the oral affirmation was not a requirement for a citizen who wished to obtain a passport. Admittedly, this option was not well publicized, but a student forced to either abandon the oath or make it mandatory. Secretary Rodgers, apparently fearing reaction of right-wing groups already upset over the new China policy, came down on the side of the "patrolets" and ordered that the oath would henceforth be compulsory.

We cannot agree. The decision to us represents a violation on the part of the executive branch of two fundamental rights, one of which has already been established in the country, one of which is more fundamental, but must be understood to be incorporated into the Bill of Rights. These two rights are respectively, freedom of speech and freedom of thought.

That the right of freedom of speech included the right to remain silent in such occasions as this was at issue before the Supreme Court, in several cases decided some twenty-eight years ago. The West Virginia State Board of Education adopted a regulation requiring students in public schools to salute the American flag as "a regular part of the program of activities in the public schools." The Chief Justice of the Court, in upholding that regulation, said: "To sustain the compulsory flag salute we are required to say that a Bill of Rights which guards the individual's right to speak his own mind, left it open to public authorities to compel him to utter what is not in his mind, to find that situation and this one to be very similar, and believe the State Department directive to be an infringement upon the individual's right to remain silent.

The freedom to travel is not a right guaranteed by the constitution, but neither are other fundamental rights which have been incorporated into it, such as the freedom to teach and read, rights of privacy and freedom of association. A Bill of Rights which allows for the free expression of opinion and the holding of opinions in the mind of the individual is meaningless if the right to move about and share his opinions, to convince others of their validity, is curtailed. Forced habitation of the same area leads to stagnation and narrow-mindedness.

In a reaction to this event, Russell Baker has posed the dilemma of one who is faced with the proposition "America, love it or leave it." If an individual decides to leave, must he then lie to an official about his true feelings about our Government in order to emigrate? Government may by example and persuasion attempt to make it mandatory. Secretary Rodgers, apparently fearing the court suit forced the Department to either abolish the oath or denie the issuance of passports to citizens who refuse to take the oath. This ruling has no substance, and is simply a ploy to win the battle of public opinion.

EcoLife Front

New Ideas Started

By Lynn Cole

The glass recycling program is now on a roll. The Cola Bottling Co. will pick up all, green, and brown glass along with the returnable coke bottles. The company has provided three bins at the service exit of each dorm as deposit centers for the glass. Remove the metal rings (from the twist off caps) but don't worry about the paper to be recycled will be collected on a large scale basis by the Physical Plant has had to collect fewer misplaced returnable coke caps. However, many bottles have been found in waste baskets. Please return the bottles to the racks by the coke machines.

Weekend Meals

Henceforth there will be a sign-up sheet in the dorms for weekend meals. This count will help the kitchen in meal planning eliminating food wastage.

Recycle Paper

Paper to be recycled will be collected on a large scale basis by Thanksgiving Vacation. Jim Cather and George Stevens have designed a federal water proof dome to store the paper in. Six will be constructed and placed in strategic points around campus. They need volunteers to help assemble the press-cuts packages. Look for a sign up sheet if you want to do some time and energy to this worthwhile project.

Until the domes are constructed, recyclable paper will be collected on Friday afternoons, as some dorms have already started recycling programs. If you've collected paper and want it picked up for recycling please contact Margaret Shepherd (Park) or Lynn Cole (Windham).

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST

RULES

1. The contest is open to all students, faculty and administrators of Connecticut College.
2. All pictures must be related to Connecticut College or the经营活动 of Connecticut College and its students.
3. Pictures may be any size, but they must be black and white or color, they must be submitted in an envelope and there may only be five pictures submitted by each contestant.
4. The winning pictures will be published in the Yearbook and there will also be cash prizes.

FIRST PLACE: $25.00
SECOND PLACE: $10.00
THIRD PLACE: $5.00

7. On the back of each photograph must be the following information:

Name of photographer
Dorm or address
Box number

The judges for the contest will be:

- Mr. Peter Leibert
- Phil Biscuti
- Mr. John C. Myers
Stereo Power on Rise;
Concert Realism Next

by Allen Carron

A stroll down the halls of any dormitory at almost any hour of the day is a night is more often than not an auditory experience of staggering variance and volume. At least every other room a dazzling array of electronic equipment is emanating an overwhelming succession of woes and tweets that soar well into the decibel range reserved by government technicians for such horrors as “jet aircraft at takeoff” or “tornado careering into Fillmore East.”

Each year the number and sophistication of student-owned stereo systems increases at an astounding rate. In a manner that curiously and Steven Stills wafting Columbia Masterworks who finds himself without even a musical collages as Shostakovich are equally damaging to plaster, chances are that a stereo owner will for their underpriviledged situation. Who leave when the grain is gone. Feed his friends, thankless friends...to the point where the brain is fogged out of its bed with midnight, full-blast recordings of The Moldas, search the air for new FM stations, and treat my speaker cabinets like a Louis XIV highbo. In a city of the world’s greatest authority on every world, I was a good deal more difficult than I realized how costly it is the china is Syracus City china, in fact. And if you borrow any of my records, don’t put any scratches on them or I’ll kill you. Even if

Alfred speaks

William Alfred, professor of Eng-

lish at Harvard, will be speaking

on “Dramatic Language for the Modern Theater,” this Thursday, at Dana Hall at 4 p.m. The lecture is sponsored by the English Department. Mr. Alfred has written two verse plays, “Agamemnon” and “Hogus” in the English Department. Mr. Alfred has written a book of poetry, “Annunciation Rosary.” William Alfred, a professor at Har-

vard University since 1954, and has been a Professor of English since 1963.

Quest Bulletin

The Office of Development, in Fanning Hall, has published a Quest Bulletin for the year 1970-71. The Bulletin lists each group that is available to the public for the year totalled 1,306,396.

If you would like a listing of the individual donors, just say the word at the Development Office. More information on page 2.

Expanded Services

Pandit is making its services available to all groups seeking to ad-

vertise campus activities and special events. If you, your group, or anyone in your area wishes expanded publicity, Pandit can help. We are reducing our normal advertising rate to 75¢ per column inch in order to help all groups. A typical one-page ad would cost $2.80. Contact Lynn Cole for more informat-

on and service.

Complex News

A new weekly feature has come to these pages. News and feature

stories that pertain to all Complex Houses will appear under the Complex Houses heading. It is hoped that the news itself is complete.

Pandit's article deals with Red.

ing Harris in Refractory. If you've got any suggestions for future arti-

cles. drop them off at Pandit's office in Cro.

Library Magazine Lives

There will be an organizational meeting on Tuesday evening, Nov. 17th in Carriage House. At this meeting the editors of the magazine will invite people to fill positions on the staff of the forthcoming literary magazine. At present only the copy positions are filled as this publication has been defiant for several years. The meeting is open to all members of the Con. College Community.

Some of the positions to be filled are: Graphics editor, Secretary-circulation manager, Treasurer, Staff at large.

The magazine will be published bi-annually and the work load will be divided fairly between staff and Come and become an active part of the growing communications structure on your campus.

Better Hardware

Physical plant is acquiring the service of two new boilers. The boilers may be found on duty at the Heating Plant, and are helping to produce more and better steam for the campus needs. Also replacing two other boilers that have reached the mandatory retirement age.
Controversy

A Need for Reform?
by Warren Erickson

Students and Faculty: There has been much debate lately concerning an issue of great importance to us all, namely, is there a need for educational reform at Connecticut College?

Due to the varied opinions related to this question, the Academic Committee is sponsoring a panel discussion-debate. We feel that the time has come for the viewpoints and philosophies of our students and faculty to be heard. What do you think? Are you benefiting by your education at this school? Why is there so much talk about students transferring? Why is there so much controversy even among the faculty members on issues such as course and curriculum changes?

On Thursday, November 18, at 7:30 P.M., there will be an open discussion sponsored by the Academic Committee in the Main Lounge of Cro. The panel members will consist of Mr. Czanz, Miss Molloy, Mrs. Rice, Mrs. Torrey, Karen Dunbl, and Peter Vinc.

Each one will present his or her view on whether or not there is a need for reform at Connecticut College; and if there is, what can be done about it. If you have something to say, now is your chance! All students are invited to attend and support their positions. If the entire student body shows their interest, maybe something will finally be done! A question and answer period will follow the discussion, and refreshments will be served. The time is now; it is up to you! Attend this meeting and support your viewpoint. The future of Connecticut College depends upon your concern.

Coeducation At Conn
Approaches Equality
by Noel Coletti

An equal number of men and women at Conn next year? The admissions department is hopeful. It is expected that if parity is not reached, the ratio will at least be close, with a true parity of the sexes the following year. According to Mrs. Hersey, Connecticut's Director of Admissions, the only restraint on the college going completely co-ed is the offers to men were better than females were down last year. And of each, the yield of acceptance from the offers made to both sexes, (60% of 60%) the ratio will at least be reached, the ratio will at least be 50:50.

The following year, according to Mr. Jordan, one of the greatest numbers of students pursuing premedical courses. However, it is seen as a problem that will be solved through the efforts of students, administrators, and of itself in time.

As far as responding to the needs of a greater number of men on campus, in the future, Mrs. Hersey as well as Dean Jordan stated that the requests of the students themselves will be the directing influence. More playing fields and alterations in the gym were cited as possible areas of change.

Of patterns that seem to be emerging this year, according to Mr. Jordan, one of the great numbers of students pursuing premedical courses. Significant, however, the majority of these students have been women.

Overall, there seems to be an atmosphere of optimism surrounding Co-education at Conn, and a willingness to wait and see what develops.

The Mekanik’s Korner

Do you look back nostalgically at all the great seesaw rides you had when you were a kid? Are you frustrated because you think seascas are beneath you? Then here is a project which is just your speed! The Adult Seesaw – a stronger and more sophisticated version of the one in Grams' back yard.

The Adult Seesaw takes advantage of many technological advancements. Roller bearings eliminate friction. Contour saddle gives comfortable ride. Wheel and stall gear provide fine leverage. Trestle beam can support as many as 250 lbs. Contour foundation design is strong enough to prevent settling. Precision cutout design is strong enough to prevent settling. Precision cutout design is strong enough to prevent settling. Precision cutout design is strong enough to prevent settling. Precision cutout design is strong enough to prevent settling.

The fat kid from down the street
The skinny kid most often
The strong kid
The smart kid
The tough kid
The weak kid
The, well, you name it.

The traditional seesaw was a simple instrument, made of materials found around the house.

The Mekanik’s Korner

Rejoice! According to the National Audubon Society, the Ivory-Billed Woodpecker “is very much alive” and has been photographed in a Louisiana swamp.

“... Conditions of utter starvation and disease exist...”

The Ivory-Billed Woodpecker would result in an economic loss to no one; no ecosystem would be seriously upset by its extinction. Yet this magnificent bird is of enormous value as a rare symbol of the beauty, uniqueness, and fragility of life, and even more importantly as a life form with a claim to a place on the earth that is every bit as valid as ours. Long live the Ivory-Bill!

Pakistanis continue to live under the most desperate of conditions. On November 22nd, Conn students have the opportunity to alleviate this grave situation (see article, page one).

Court Quotes

If it be asked what redress have the people, if wronged in these matters, unless by resorting to the judiciary, the answer is, they have the same as in all other political matters. The ballot-box, to the legislature or executive, for the redress of such grievances as are within the jurisdiction of each, and, for such as are not, to conventions and amendments of constitutions. And when the former fail, and these last are forbidden by statutes, all that is left in extreme cases, where the suffering is intolerable and the prospect is good of relief by action of the people without the forms of law, is to do as did Hampden and Washington, and venture action without those forms, and abide the consequences. Should strong majorities favor the change, it generally is completed without much violence.

— Levi Woodbury

Don't throw this Paper away!
Put it in a bin to be recycled.
The Connecticut College Girls' Swim Team travelled to Tarrytown, New York, Wednesday, November 10, and competed with Marymount and Manhattanville in a Tri-Swimming Meet. Connecticut College took 1st place (105 points), Marymount took 2nd place (66 points), and Manhattanville took 3rd place (25 points). Conn took ten 1st places, seven 2nd places, and one 3rd place in the swimming events. The two divers, Joan Bailey and Pam Peterson, placed 2nd and 4th respectively.

The swimmers who competed were: Nancy Chase, Cathy Menges (team manager), Cathy Plate, Debra Richardson, Mona Callahan, Laura Friedman, Joan Caflley, Bh Alspach, Pat Strachwide, Joe angier.

There will be a meeting at 7:00 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 16 in Harkness Living Room for Freshmen Class Executive Officers.

--Josie Curran
Freshman Class Pres.

WESLEYAN POTTERS

The Wesleyan Potters 16th Annual Exhibition will be held from Saturday, November 27th through December 5th from 10 A.M. to 8 P.M. daily at 350 South Main Street, Middletown. Crafts and art work by more than 200 craftsmen will be on sale.

EARTH THEATRE

Tuesday, Nov. 30
8 o'clock in Palmer
Admission $1.00

HARRY'S MUSIC STORE

17 Bank Street
442-4815

RECORDS - PHONOS

TIME RECORDS

RECORDS - PHONOS REPAIRED

GUITARS - MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

"Everything in Music"

TERM PAPERS UNLIMITED

"WE GIVE RESULTS"
295 HUNTINGTON AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115
(617) 267-3000

CRABS EDGED

(Continued from Page 6, Col. 5)

lous. "The last half was rowed on our part by gals alone. Conditioning showed and we lost to it, but we have all winter to solve that and plan to start next week."

"It was a race to gain experience," stated Gullong, "and that's what we gained from it. The women were forced into a bad start and the men went up against an IRA crew. Under the circumstances we're all very pleased and looking forward to a good spring season."

Gullong also stated that the crew was coming off of the water now to run and lift weights in the gym for stamina and strength.

All those who wish to go out for the sport in the spring, with or without experience and for competition or just recreation are urged to see Bart Gullong at the phys-ed office in Crot this week.

Do Not Try To Spend This Dollar

Anywhere Except Pizza Hut
open Mon.-Thurs. 11am-12pm
Fri.-Sat. 11am-1am
Sun. 12pm-11pm
We will Deliver with 1 hr. 's Notice!
Camel Season Bright: Rebuilt Team To Help

by Greg Yahia

Camel Season Bright: Rebuilt Team To Help

by Greg Yahia

It may be the end of the football season on campus, but the basketball season is just starting. The Camels have scheduled their first game for Nov. 13 against Kingsley Hall at Cro. The season will carry on to March 4, when the Camels face Vassar at Conn. There are 14 scheduled games in the season. Six being played before Christmas vacation and the remainder will be played during the second semester. The team will carry fifteen men throughout the year. Returning lettermen are Jim Cawley (last year's high scorer with a 23 point average per game), John Keating, Randy Ross, Dino Michaels, Bruce Garnant, and Wally Anderson. The squad looks much stronger now and will definitely improve on its 0-20 (0-2 in it's right) record last year. Watch these pages for complete coverage.

1971-1972 Camels Roster

Mark Warren - Rehoboth, Mass.

Gymnastics Teams Setting for Matches

An integral part of the rapidly expanding sports program at Conn., are the Men's and Women's Gymnastics Teams, coached by Mr. Jeff Zimmerman. Both organizations have been practicing for some time, and are expected to offer inter-collegiate competition sometime this spring.

The teams' practices are held every weekday afternoon and spring.

CAMELS LOSE OPENER, 75-70

The Camels lost the opening game of their season, losing to Pfizer Co.'s basketball team, 70-75. In last year's game, Pfizer won by 20.

High scoring honors were shared by John Cawley and Bruce Garnant, each with 24 points.

Crabs Edged By M.I.T.; Begin Winter Program

by Conchetta Shell

The Conn College Crab, sprawled by rough water, boats' wakers and questionable ref's called two races on Sat. 6-8 as a full regatta hosted by MIT in Cambridge.

The women's heavyweights, facing crews with at least two seasons experience finished fifth after an unofficial referee and coach of the MIT Women called for the crew to take two Strokes back, immediately following his command with a rushed signal to go.

Caught unaware and with their oars in the boaters' pockets, the women got off to a fast start immediately losing a length of open water. Recovering as well as any novice crew, the Crabs were immediately forced into a boat wake under the Mass. Ave. bridge.

Down on the leader by four lengths and only 20 strokes into the race, the women faced psychological despair but recovered at the halfway point and were able to recover about a length on the leader Rudikoff by the finish, two lengths on the boats from Princeton and MIT which finished in a dead heat for second and at least three lengths on a three year veteran crew from Old Lyme High School and the Blood Street Sculls.

The Women's crew, stroked by Reine Michaud, seemed to be looking forward to meeting the same crews in the spring feeling that they were stronger for both than MIT and the Tigers and confident of a victory.

Experience Gained

The regatta, unofficial as it is fall was a rich experience as the experience the women stated that they would be ready next year for any kind of competition that anyone might throw at them.

In a second race of experiential value the Men's heavyweight crew met a heavily favored combination of first and second heavyweight fours from MIT and a fairly evenly rated lightweight boat from the same school.

The right, stroked by Stan Smeath, got off on course and after a long first dual won the toss and elected to start on the St. John's side. The New London team looked like a formidable one, and picked an exact pattern of attack in order to prevent defense and did not allow a score. Larrabee won the toss and elected to receive. Park held firm, and after Larrabee turned the ball over, Park put together a drive that culminated in a Caviley to Bill Horton pass for a TD from 10 yards out. Both teams played excellent defense and exchanged the ball several times with no more scores coming in the first quarter.

Larrabee won the toss and elected to receive. Park held firm, and after Larrabee turned the ball over, Park put together a drive that culminated in a Caviley to Bill Horton pass for a TD from 10 yards out. Both teams played excellent defense and exchanged the ball several times with no more scores coming in the first quarter.

Pass Leads

In the recent period, Caviley hit Greg Yahia for a 25-yard scoring pass as Park took a 12-0 lead, the half ending with that score.

Larrabee took complete control of the third quarter, scoring twice to tie the game. On the first TD they put together their running and passing attacks and ground out the yardage. The score came on a 10-yard pass from Peter Vickers to Phil Ahern. Later in the period, they put together a similar drive that ended in a scoring pass from Tim Dalghrin to Phil Ahern from 15 yards out.

The fourth quarter started with Larrabee in possession of the ball. Slowly they ate up the clock and marched deep into Park territory. But at their own 30-yard line, Park stopped the drive and took over with 6 minutes left in the game. On the first down the pass was incomplete. On the second down the Park QB was dropped for a loss. Facing a third and twenty, Larrabee sent his receivers long and hit Jon Gregory, good for 70 yards, pass in at Larrabee's 20 and kept on going, out running the Larrabee defender, but the game wasn't over. Larrabee still had three minutes in which to score. But Park played a prevent defense and did not allow a completed pass. When Larrabee's fourth down pass was short, Park took over and ran out the clock becoming this year's football champions.

Fans Gather

200 avid fans gathered to cheer the two teams as they witnessed a great football game.

Members of the winning team were Jim Cawley, Bill Horton, H.P. Goldfield, John Harmum, Brian Puglisi, Peter Paris, Bob Demicco, Roy Sweet, Greg Yahia, John Gold, Glenn Marazzini, and Peter Broyn.

THE SCORING

PARK -- 6 0 6 8 -- 18
Larrabee, In. 0 12 1 0 -- 12
Caviley to Horton -- 10 yd. pass
Caviley to Ahern -- 25 yd. pass
Caviley to Gold -- 20 yd. pass
LARRABEE --
Victory to Albers -- 10 yd. pass
Dalghrin to Ahern -- 15 yd. pass

FINAL STANDINGS

Park 1 -- 6
Larrabee, In. 2 -- 12
Park 1 -- 3
Larrabee Boombers 1 -- 12
Freeman -- 1
Burch -- 1
Mixed -- 0
Morrison -- 0 -- 2

Stamina Needed

As the crews of both boats called for the final ten strokes from the same relative positions on the course, it was evident that conditioning was starting to show on the Crabs. The MIT boat's long distance training showed up in the final five strokes, and despite a last ditch emergency sprint the Conn crew was edged out by a deck length. Stomach Sneeze noted on the (Continued on Page 5, Col. 4)